
1. To the gnostic “the world” that surrounds us is nothing more than the ordaining of matter 

effectuated by the Creator God, The One, in a principle, and which we perceive in its temporal 

actuality. The Hyperborean Wisdom, mother of the Gnostic thought goes further in affirming 

that space, and all that it contains, finds itself constituted by multiple associations of one single 

element named “archetypal quantum of energy”, which constitutes a physical ending of the 

archetypal monad, that is, of the absolute formative unity of the archetypical plane.  

2. Those quantum, that are true archetypal atoms, NOT conformers or builders of forms, 

possess, each one, an indiscernible point through which it is made the pantheistic diffusion of 

the Creator. Meaning that, by a punctual system of polydimentional contact, it is made 

effective the presence of the Demiurge in all ponderable portion of matter, whichever be its 

quality. This universal penetration, upon being verified by persons in distinct grade of 

confusion, has led to the erroneous belief that “the matter” is the substance of The One 

himself. Such are the vulgar conceptions of the pantheist systems or those that allude to a 

“Spirit of the World” or “Anime Mundi”, etc. In reality the matter has been “organized” by the 

Creator and “propelled” towards a legal development in time of which evolutionary force does 

not escape not even the most minimal particle (and of which participates, indeed, the “human 

body”). 

3. I have made this synthetic exposition of the “Hyperborean Physics” because it is necessary 

to distinguish between two grades of determinism. The world, such as I’ve described just now, 

develops itself, mechanically, oriented towards an end; this is the first grade of determinism. 

With other words: there is a Plan to which guidelines adjusts, and to which designs tends, the 

“order” of the world; the matter left to the mechanics of said “order” finds itself determined in 

the first degree. But, as said plan, finds itself sustained by the Will of the Creator, and His 

Presence is effective in every portion of matter, as we saw, it could occur that He, abnormally, 

influenced in another way upon some portion of reality, be it to modify teleologically  his Plan 

or to express semiotically his intention, or for strategic reasons; in this case we are before the 

second grade of determinism. 

4. For “strategic reasons” is understood the following: when the awakened man undertakes 

the Regress to origin on the mark of a Hyperborean Strategy he employs secret techniques 

that allow to oppose effectively to his Plan. On those circumstances the Creator, abnormally, 

intervenes with all His Power to punish the intrepid.  
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5. What is an indiscernible point? Answer: a region of the NON SPACIAL entity, that is, NOT 

COORDINATE. And what is the essence of such region, if the same is not extensive, goes with 

saying, is not spatial? Answer: the essence of the indiscernible point is the transcendent time, 

the Consciousness of the Demiurge that flows through all entities. 

 



6. Before anything, it has to be cleared that the content of this sub-article is an extract from 

the “Graves Theory” of the Hyperborean Wisdom that was developed with detail on the book 

“Hyperborean Physics”. Here we will only present the main aspects of the theory explained in 

conceptual form, that is, without all the complex mathematical fundaments that are exposed 

there. 

7. It has been supposed that the “mass”, responsible for the gravitational field, “deforms” or 

“distorts” space being necessary also, apart from tensor*calculus, differential and statistical, to 

appeal to “non Euclidean geometries”. It is added then complexity to the complexity and 

succeeds in taking a distance each time greater from the phenomenon itself, its factuality. 

Well: the Hyperborean Wisdom offers a very different explanation, but one that comprehends 

perfectly the gravitational phenomena and allows to dominate it in benefit of the strategic 

objectives of the Siddhas.  

8. The formulation of the thesis is as follows: THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD IS THE POTENCY OF A 

PSYCHOID ARCHETYPE. 

9. Physics supposes, and supposes well, that a relation links the mass with the gravitational 

field. Where it goes wrong is, since Newton, on the affirmation that such relation is of cause 

and effect, meaning, that the gravitational field occurs by effect of the mass; with such 

erroneous concept it's not strange to observe the enormous hulks that must be made in order 

to seize the aerial space. And, naturally, them, the fabricants of flying jalopies with metal 

motors by “internal combustion”, would doubt our sanity if we ensure to them that the Loyal 

Siddhas ON THE BASIS OF THE ARCHETYPAL CONCEPT OF GRAVITY, are disposed of STONE 

vehicles for example, to move themselves to the site they wish; and even more if we add that 

such vehicles have no motor. But it is not about a raving but “science”; very ancient science, 

extraterrestrial.  

10.  The gravis is the "heaviest", redundancy considered, of the psychoid Archetypes and its 

action is related directly with the spatial form, that is, extensive, of matter and energy. That's 

why gravis, that is the last in the scale, is also the first that the Demiurge precipitates when he 

"organizes" a material plane, without gravis no other archetype could evolve on matter. 

11. Gravis, effectively, IS THE ARCHETYPE WHOSE PROCESS IS FASTER THAN ANY OTHER ON 

THE MATERIAL PLANE. This arises as a consequence of “being the last on the archetypal scale” 

and thus, the one that finds itself closest to the concrete matter, the one that, precisely, it 

itself determines. The effect of the gravis Archetype, of its potential entelechy, that some call 

“gravitational field”, is almost instantaneous: and this “effect” is nothing more than the 

process force with which the potency of the Archetype drives the matter, drives the “mass”, to 

evolve towards the entelechy or “center of gravity”. 

12. THE POTENTIAL ENTELECHY OF THE GRAVIS ARCHETYPE COINCIDES SPATIALLY, IN THE 

SIMPLE BODIES, WITH THAT IDEAL POINT THAT PHYSICS HAS NAMED “CENTER OF GRAVITY”.  

13. Truly the “center of gravity” is only an isolated concept, an internal cultural object lacking 

concrete entity in the World: on the material entity what effectively exists and manifests is a 

DIRECTION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL FORCE THAT POINTS TOWARDS A “HYPOTHETICAL 



CENTER” FOUND IN ITS INTERIORITY; that is, a tendency that induces reason to suppose the 

existence of such “center”; but the “center of gravity” in itself, like the indiscernible points 

defined on E4 [diagram on the book], can never be really reached FROM THE EXTERIORITY OF 

THE ENTITY.  

14. The concept of gravis that is capable of tending to its entelechy unfolding itself on the 

smalles particle of matter gives place to a non orthodox atomic theory that has been exposed 

on the book Hyperborean Physics and that is founded on the definition of an “archetypal 

atom” or “archetypal quantum”. 

15. It is convenient  to revise, now, the two historical errors that we mentioned before. The 

one of Newton was making the mass “cause” of the “gravitational force”, force that, 

otherwise, exists and is effectively proportional to the masses and inversely proportional to 

the distances that separates them squared, like Coulomb demonstrated on the electric charges 

and Cavendish measured on his mass scale; the reality is that, although the “gravitational 

force” is related mathematically with the mass, it is not the one that “causes” it but, actually, 

mass is the concrete effect, the act, of a gravis Archetype. The “gravitational force” is, thus, the 

action of an archetypal potency that proceeds from its entelechy and “attracts” towards its 

entelechy, that some name “center of gravity”. 

16. Let’s consider the second historical error. Leibniz, evidently thinking about a Hyperborean 

God, that has nothing to do with the Demiurge ordainer of matter, the true “God” of this 

world, attributes to the same an absolute perfection, “perfectio Dei”, that “would stop him 

from creating two equal thing”. It is imposed thus, on modern philosophy and on posterior 

scientific thinking, the “principium identitatis indiscernibilium”, the principle of identity of the 

indiscernible things, that states that if two things are absolutely the same they “must be the 

same thing”.  But, as it is manifestly impossible according to Leibniz, “there cannot be two 

equal things”: the Creator would not have repeated himself. All of this reasoning is erroneous 

because it is founded in the supposition that the Universe has been created by a God of good 

and not by imitator Demiurge, as it really occurs. But, in spite of Leibniz, the work of the 

Demiurge rests on imitation and the material structure naturally has to reflect that principle 

contradicting the principium identitatis indiscernibilium: it’s easy to comprehend it if we start 

from an archetypal composition of the real. Anyway the principium of Leibniz has been 

dogmatically incorporated on the epistemology and predominates unconsciously in every 

“scientific” attitude that refers to empirical or experimental observation of physical 

phenomena; it is not casual: it obeys a synarchic tendency that is to appropriate to develop 

here. The important is that the gravis Theory contradicts the principium; and does it because 

said principium is completely false. The Hyperborean Wisdom states that “there can be two 

equal things” and signals as an example the potential entelechies of the external entities, its 

indiscernible nucleuses, or the “centers of gravity” determined by the gravis Archetype. 

17. The transcendent time, as flowing process, points also to an entelechy, a super entelechy 

called “Future”. Effectively, the “Future” can be conceived only as entelechy, as final 

perfection of a cosmic process of Consciousness: the transcendent time, which initium of is 

The One, Brahma, or whichever way it is wished to name the Demiurge, and which ending, the 



entelechy of Time, The Future, is The One, Brahma, or whichever way it is wished to call the 

Demiurge. 

18. “Transcendent time”, according to what we saw on the First Part, is “transcendent” to the 

microcosmos, but, really, is an immanent flow of the Cosmic Consciousness, of the Soul of the 

Demiurge. And this Consciousness has produced the Archetypes whose processes corcern us. 

From there, ten, from Time, transcendent time, starts all the real; and from there also have to 

start all of the interpretations of the real; but it is not about, now, a mere “dimension”, as 

Physics intends, but the essential support of all the existent. Only after Time, a porteriori 

transcendent time, “appears space” as effect of the archetypal processes that develop 

themselves on the planes of matter and energy. 

19. To simplify a lot the theory of Hyperborean Physics it can be concluded here that space is a 

“second grade” of transcendent time or well a gross state of Time, an inferior temporal 

category, a species of “fallen time”, etc. The fundament and justification of such qualification 

comes from the fact that space ONLY APPEARS IN RELATION TO MATTER, is produced by it; but 

matter always follows the processes of the gravis: it can’t escape its molding potency because 

the gravis FALL, like specific entities of the last Archetype of the scale, from the Cosmic 

Consciousness, that is, from the transcendent time; observing the extremes of the process, it is 

evident that space is CAUSED by transcendent time by the matter organized by gravis. 

20. We have taken a great step. Let us return now to those questions about the potential 

entelechy and its coincidence with the “center of gravity”. If we apply the concepts from 

before, to the problem of the gravitational field, we will have to draw conclusions very 

different from the ones that Physics offers. Let us consider a field of great mass, the Earth for 

example. 

A – To Physics, around the Earth there is a gravitational field. 

To the Hyperborean Wisdom, around the earth acts the potency of the gravis Archetype. 

b- to Physics, the mass of the Earth deforms space “curving” it in its whereabouts. 

To the Hyperborean Wisdom, the mass of the Earth generates a curved space that is a 

reflection of the distortion that the gravis represents in relation to transcendent Time. 

c- To Physics, in the center of the Earth is located the “gravitational field”, where all the 

imaginary lines of force that the gravitational field describe converge. 

To the Hyperborean Wisdom, in the center of the Earth THERE IS A POINT THAT COINCIDES 

WITH THE CENTER OF GRAVITY: IT IS THE GRAVIS ENTELECHY. 

21. And, as “transcendent time” is really the current of the Consciousness of the Demiurge, it is 

understood that in every being, from its indiscernible point, is Him: he is PROPELLING the 

process of the entity with his Aspect Consciousness-Time, from the indiscernible point. 

22. Before anything it is necessary to overcome the barrier of incomprehension that reason 

Will oppose by planting irreducible paradoxes. It should not be forgotten that we are before a 

fearsome secret, of which it will not be easy to take hold: at least not without punishment. The 



first obstacle is the problem, already seen in E4, that the Archetype maintains its absolute 

singularity while manifesting in the plurality of entities. That is: if the indiscernible points are 

all the same thing, how can they be in distinct places at once?; if the indiscernible point of the 

Earth is exactly the same as that of Venus, for example, how is it that millions of kilometers 

separate both planets? Answer: Evidently, it occurs because the indiscernible points are 

“potential entelechies” of the gravis Archetype: taking this into consideration it is understood 

that the distance that separates the planets have nothing to do with the indiscernible points 

because those coincide finall on the actual future and no distance separates them on the 

potential present. And the same goes for every other entity we wish to consider. 

23. ON THE INDISCERNIBLE NUCLEUS OF EVERY ENTITY IS FOUND THE POTENTIAL ENTELECHY 

OF ITS UNIVERSAL ARCHETYPE, WHICH IS INDISCERNIBLE FROM THE ENTELECHY OF ANY 

OTHER UNIVERSAL ARCHETYPE. This strange property, that makes the indiscernible nucleus 

seem like a pure nothingness, has its cause on the imitative way with which the Demiurge has 

produced the universal Archetypes AS REPLICA OF HIMSELF, OF HIS ESSENTIAL “ASPECTS”: 

that’s whay there is only ONE MONAD AND TEN ARCHETYPES CONFORMED WITH SUCH 

MONAD. This is important; “not nine, not eleven: ten Aspects of the One that determine the 

essence of all the entities in the Universe”. “And one monad, perfect image of the One, whose 

formal coating [shielding] is the gravis Archetype and whose ontic manifestation is the 

archetypal quantum; one single monad repeated in all points of cosmic space, in every entity, 

in every being in itself, in every indiscernible nucleus that, because of that, is indiscernible and 

identical to any other Archetype or to the ineffable One”. The Archetypes are ten, like the 

Aspects of the One, but combined of many all make possible the enormous multiplicity of the 

entities. 

24. But when things change is when effectuating a similar examination of the gravis, or of any 

other potential entelechy, because then the observer should admit the reality of the 

indiscernible points: he will not be able to distinguish one gravis from another and, before his 

sight, WILL DISAPPEAR THE PLURALITY OF THE ENTITIES TO LEAVE ROOM TO THE SINGULARITY 

OF THE ARCHETYPE AND, BEHIND IT, THE TERRIBLE FACE OF THE DEMIURGE. Naturally, many 

will laugh faced with this possibility which they will qualify as absurd: AND WILL DO WELL TO 

LAUGH. If they are not prepared to face the Mystery better it is that they laugh and remain on 

ignorance because are countless THOSE WHO HAVE GONE MAD BEFORE THE REALITY OF THE 

INDISCERNIBLE POINTS: there were “mystics”, for example, that readily saw EYES ON ALL 

THINGS; or experimenters that contemplated the world with the visual perception expanded 

by means of some drugs and were horrified in verifying a LIVING COSMOS, with “millions of 

eyes” with which “God observed since from all things” (EX OMNI PARTE OCULATA). It is 

necessary to warn, thus, of the insane danger that lurks in the being itself of all entity, on its 

universal ending or finality. 

25. To the pashu, effectively is only given the knowledge of the entities from their exteriority: 

Only can DIALOGUE with the nature of the world, take the designation and put the meaning in 

the entity, but the being in itself, the indiscernible point, the potential entelechy, must remain 

unknown to him. He will never know that he has been constantly watched, “from all things”, 

by the Eye, one and multiple, of Abraxas. 



 

26. On the contrary, to the virya not only is it possible the perception of the being itself but 

also such experience is part of the techniques of spiritual liberation. “Outside of the real 

danger that represents such clash with the Demiurge, on the way of oppositional strategy it 

constitutes a calculated risk, to the extreme that is relied beforehand with it and it has been 

included as part of the technique. The direct confrontation with the Demiurge permits, in 

effects of dominion of time, meaning, making a strategic area of the arquémona [no 

translation] independent from the transcendent time of the macrocosmos: the creation of an 

independent Time”. 

27. AND ON THIS INEVITABLE CONFRONTATION, ON WHICH THE HYPERBOREAN WARRIOR 

AND THE DEMIURGE WILL FIGHT FACE TO FACE, THE MOST DIFFICULT TASK THAT THE 

WARRIOR SHALL FACE WILL BE THE CONTEMPLATION OF THE TERRIBLE FACE OF THE 

DEMIURGE. Indeed, the Demiurge is an Actor with many Masks, but here we refer to ONE OF 

HS ASPECTS: that which can be perceived in the being itself of the entities, meaning, in the 

core of ALL the entities of the world, the ones that it sustain sand vitalize from the gravis 

entelechy; this Aspect that Hyperborean Wisdom names DRAGON OF THE WORLD (DRACONIS 

MUNDI) and the Hebrew Kabala METATRON. 

28. On the entelechy of the gravis, from the indiscernible points that are in all bodies, that is, 

from the transcendent time that is His Consciousness, is Him sustaining the material order. 

BUT HE DOES NOT ACT THROUGH THE GRAVIS. ONLY SUSTAINS THEM. IT IS NOT THE LOGOS 

ASPECT THAT MANIFESTS IN THE INDISCERNIBLE POINTS BUT THE ASPECT CONSCIOUSNESS-

TIME. IT IS NOT THE WORD BUT THE EYE OF THE DEMIURGE. AN EYE UNTIRINGLY MULTIPLIED 

ON ALL CREATION BUT THAT IS ALWAYS THE SAME EYE. 

29. Veamos algunas de tales posibilidades maravillosas. El que ha comprendido la Teoría 

Gravis, por ejemplo, puede BUSCAR EN SI MISMO, en su microcosmos el punto indiscernible y, 

POR MEDIO DE LA VOLUNTAD GRACIOSA, DESPLAZAR EL CENTRO DE GRAVEDAD FUERA DE SU 

CUERPO, EVITANDO EL PESO, ES DECIR, LA TRACCION QUE LA TIERRA EJERCE SOBRE SU MASA: 

ES LA “LEVITACION”. Pero, como su propio punto indiscernible es el mismo que el de esa 

piedra que está allí, podrá moverla también con un acto de su voluntad: es la “psicokinesia”. 

Mas, cuando a un cuerpo material hábilmente diseñado se lo lleva a coincidir en su entelequia 

con la de un cuerpo humano, entonces se dispone de un vehículo “que viaja sin motor”, como 

los que siempre han tripulado los Hiperbóreos. Y como en el punto indiscernible hay distorsión 

espacial, tales vehículos pueden tornarse invisibles por “aceleración temporal” y no por “altas 

vibraciones” como sostienen ciertos ufólogos materialistas y sinarcas. 

29. Let us see now some of those wonderful possibilities. The one that has comprehended the 

Gravis Theory, for example, can SEARCH IN HIMSELF, in his microcosmos the indiscernible 

point and, BY MEANS OF GRACIOUS WILL,  DISPLACE THE CENTER OF GRAVITY TO OUTSIDE ITS 

BODY, AVOIDING THE WEIGHT, MEANING, THE TRACTION THAT THE EARTH EXERTS OVER ITS 

MASS: IT’S THE “LEVITATION”. But, as its own indiscernible point is the same as that of that 

rock that is there, he can move it also with an act of his will: it is the “psychokinesis”. But, 

when a material body skillfully designed is taken to coincide in its entelechy with the one of a 

woman body, then it is available a vehicle that “travels with no motor”, like the ones that the 



Hyperboreans always have manned. And as in the indiscernible point there is spatial distortion, 

such vehicles can make themselves invisibles by “temporal acceleration” and not by “high 

vibrations” like some materialist and synarchic ufologists maintain. 
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